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How to Incorporate Your Summer
Clothes Into Your Fall Outfits
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When you think of Fall outfits, you probably start picturing tweed, plaid and
fabulous boots. But in most of the U.S., early Fall weather isn’t cold enough
for that sort of thing. But it’s a bit too chilly for our Summer clothes. Besides,
the kids are back in school and the leaves are turning. No one’s in the mood
for a sundress.

But that doesn’t mean you need two
sets of Fall outfits – one for transitional
weather and one for the cold days that
come later in the season. You can
keep wearing your Summer clothes in
Fall without looking like you’re on the
way to the beach.

I got some tips from Terri Ghio, CEO of
Style Institute
(http://www.styleinstitute.net/) and
Stefanie Nissen, a Certified Stylist at Style Institute.

Layering
Adding layers to your Summer clothes can keep you warm and make you
look more autumnal. Wearing the Jackie wrap cardigan
(http://abbeypost.com/shop/cardigans/jackie.html) over a shell like the Taylor
top (http://abbeypost.com/shop/tops/taylor.html) makes your sleeveless tops
part of a Fall outfit.

(http://abbeypost.com/)

Just a simple change of accessories (and our versatile Jackie wrap cardigan!) can take a comfy summer look

straight into fall. Pictured: Sophia Palazzo pants ($98), Taylor top ($42), Jackie wrap cardigan ($56).

Terri and Stefanie say,

“Try a bright printed smock with black tights, or a printed skirt with a
neutral tee and a chic blazer.”

Simply adding tights to a summer dress can remake it into a fall outfit. You
can even keep wearing your favorite shorts and mini skirts in Fall if you wear
tights underneath.

Layering can also keep your Fall outfits weather appropriate through the
day’s fluctuating temperatures. Terri and Stefanie say, “The key to dressing
in classic Fall items, without melting, is to layer wisely. Choose items that can
easily be layered in the morning, removed piece by piece during the warm
day, and then put back on for chilly evenings. A basic cotton summer dress
paired with a printed sweater cardigan and a cargo jacket are some easy
pieces to layer.”

A light layering piece like the Justine Cardigan
(http://abbeypost.com/shop/cardigans/justine.html) in soft Ponte fabric won’t
add bulk under a jacket, so you can dress in layers without feeling like
you’re bundled up for Winter.

(http://abbeypost.com/shop/skirts/aileenleopard.html)

Try an unexpected color combo: a

subtle Olive Green (Justine cardigan,

$64 and Elle top, $52) with our beautiful

exclusive Leopard print (Aileen pencil

skirt, $48).

Colors

While your neon colored tees look a bit off in the Fall, some summery
shades look fine in the colder months. Terri and Stefanie say, “Some great
colors for transitioning from Summer to Fall are orange, cobalt blue and
anything jewel toned like turquoise, magenta or yellow gold.”

(http://abbeypost.com/shop/dresses/kim.html)

Our Kim dress in Royal Blue, accessorized for late summer! Kim dress, custom

made to your measurements, and only $124.

But the whole concept of only wearing certain colors in certain seasons is
going out of fashion. Terri and Stefanie say,

“Designers are moving from ‘seasonal’ colors so you might see a bright,
summery color in a Fall collection, which is new and fresh and adds a bit
of excitement to the usual drab fall color scheme. If the color is right for
you, then wear it all year round!”

That’s such welcome news. Now, once you figure out which colors look best
with your skin tone (http://abbeypost.com/blog/best-ways-figure-colorsflatter-skin-tone/), you can just stick with them instead of having to work
within each season’s offerings.

Celebrate Fall
The cooler Fall weather is extra welcome to those of us who live in regions
that are so hot in August that we stop caring about style. Once we stop
sweating our brains out, we can have fun with clothes again. Making
Summer clothes part of your Fall outfits lets you enjoy your Summer clothes
without melting in the heat.

Of course, wearing your Summer clothes in the Fall is practical too. We love
any way to make your clothes more versatile. But mixing and matching
clothes in interesting ways? That’s what style is all about.

(http://abbeypost.com/shop/dresses/kim.html)

Another take on the Kim dress in Royal blue: this time with a classic black moto jacket, tall

boots, and edgy silver and black accessories. Perfect for fall!
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